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Introduction

Last month, IAS conducted research to understand U.S. consumer 
perception concerning digital advertising and coronavirus content 
online. Since then, IAS followed up with consumers to see how their 
sentiments have changed as they continue to spend time at home. 

In the second wave of Coronavirus Ad Adjacency, we found that 
consumers prefer to read coronavirus content on premium, 
recognizable news sites. In fact, consumers are 41% more likely to 
engage with ads alongside coronavirus content if they're on 
premium sites. Brand favorability remains unchanged for U.S. 
consumers, but the second wave shows that consumers prefer to 
see ads alongside positive news content. 

With the increase in engaged online audiences, there are 
opportunities for both brands and publishers to reach consumers 
with suitable content and messages during this challenging time.
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Coronavirus Ad Adjacency

Study objectives and design

IAS ran two online surveys 
to determine consumer 
perceptions concerning 
coronavirus content. 
We wanted to understand 
if/how consumers are 
changing their online content 
consumption habits and what 
brands need to know.

Wave 1
March 12, 2020
n=1,042 US 
Internet users

Wave 2 
April 03, 2020

n=1,120 US 
Internet users

Statistically significant differences are calculated at 95% confidence interval.
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We compared consumer 
responses from the first survey 
in March to the the same 
questions asked in 

COMPARING CONSUMER 
RESPONSES TO THE 
FIRST STUDY
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In less than a month’s time, we saw a 12% growth in 
consumers seeking out coronavirus content online

growth in consumers actively 
seeking out coronavirus 
content

March

58%

April

65%

+7pts

 +12%

Q: Thinking about the current coronavirus pandemic, are you actively seeking out coronavirus content and news online? (% Yes)
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Coronavirus drives online news consumption in particular 

growth in consumers actively 
seeking out news content 
due to coronavirus situation

March

59%

April

75%

+16pts

 +27%

Q: Are you consuming more news generally because of the evolving coronavirus situation?(% Yes)

Compared to the first study, there's been a surge in news consumption — 3 in 4 consumers are now 
consuming more news in general.
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Thinking about the current and evolving coronavirus 
situation, how likely are you to engage with an ad that 

is adjacent to coronavirus news or content?

Consumers are 
still split on how 
coronavirus 
impacts their 
willingness to 
engage with ads

Between the first and second 
waves of this study, IAS saw 
little change in consumer 
likelihood to engage, indicating 
that consumers remain uncertain 
about engaging with 
advertisements during this time. 

Q: Thinking about the current and evolving coronavirus situation, how likely are you to engage with an ad that is adjacent to coronavirus news or content?

March April

+2pts

-3pts

+1pts

26%

39%

35%

28%

36%

36%

Neither Likely / Unlikely Very Likely / LikelyVery Unlikely / Unlikely
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If a brand's ad appeared next to coronavirus content, how 
does it change your sentiment toward that brand/product?

Q: If a brand's ad appeared next to coronavirus content, how does it change your sentiment toward that brand/product?

March April

+2pts

-3pts

+2pts

16%

78%

6%

18%

75%

8%

However, most 
consumers say 
that appearing 
next to 
coronavirus 
content won't 
change their 
opinion of 
brands

Less favorable toward 
the brand

Unchanged sentiment 
to the brand

More favorable toward 
the brand
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Thinking about the current coronavirus pandemic, do 
you consider online news and content about this virus 

as a unsuitable place for brands to advertise?

Q: Thinking about the current coronavirus pandemic, do you consider online news and content about this virus as a unsuitable place for brands to advertise?

March April

no 
change

+9pts

-8pts

22%

32%

46%

22%

41%

38%

More consumers 
now believe that 
the suitability 
of coronavirus 
environments 
depends on 
the brand  
Last month, consumers felt that 
advertising alongside coronavirus 
content was mostly fine—they now 
feel that it depends on the brand. 

Coronavirus content is 
unsuitable for brands

Depends on the brand Coronavirus content is 
fine for brands
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Consumer preferences 
have shifted about 
which types of brands 
should be associated 
with coronavirus 
content 
Consumers still don't want to see 
Travel; it moved to first place 
knocking Food & Beverage to fourth. 
Real Estate also entered the top 
five, replacing CPG.

35%

53%

24%

40%

27%
33%

37%

32%
28% 28%

Travel Real Estate
New this wave

Auto Food & 
Beverage

Banking / 
Finance / 
Insurance

MARCH APRIL

Q: What types of brands to you *not* want to see next to coronavirus content?

+18pts

Brands consumers DON’T want to see

+16pts

+6pts -5pts

no 
change
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Consumer preferences 
have shifted about 
which types of brands 
should be associated 
with coronavirus 
content 
Consumers still prefer to see 
Healthcare and Government 
alongside coronavirus content. 
Additionally, Not-for-Profit & 
Tech/Telco were added to the top 
five.

46%

56%

30%

42%

23%

34%

17%

35%

11%

25%

Health / 
Pharma

Government Education Not-for-profit
New this wave

Tech / Telco
New this wave

MARCH APRIL

Q: What types of brands to you *want* to see next to coronavirus content?

+10pts

+12pts

+11pts +18pts

+14pts

Brands consumers DO want to see
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In the second wave, IAS took the original 
study a step further by asking consumers 
about how they perceive advertisements 
alongside different types of content as
well as in specific environments.  

UNDERSTANDING HOW CONTEXT 
AND SENTIMENT IMPACT 
CONSUMER PERCEPTIONS
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Source: When consuming coronavirus news and content online, do you prefer recognizable news/publishing sites?, IAS Whitelisting Study, April 2020 

90%
prefer premium news and 
publishing sites when 
consuming coronavirus 
content online

When consuming 
coronavirus content, 
consumers look
to premium, 
recognizable 
news sites 
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Consumers are 41% 
more likely to engage 
with ads next to 
coronavirus content 
if seen on premium 
and recognizable 
news sources

Source: Thinking about the current and evolving coronavirus situation, how likely are you to engage with an ad that is adjacent to coronavirus news or content from a premium and 
recognized news source?, IAS Whitelisting Study, April 2020

Likelihood to engage with ads adjacent to coronavirus content
(Index values against General coronavirus News Content)

General coronavirus 
News Content

Coronavirus content on 
premium or recognizable 

news brands 

+41%

100

141
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Q: Thinking about the current coronavirus pandemic, do you consider *positive*/ *negative*  online news and content about this virus as an unsuitable place for brands to advertise?

The sentiment of 
content changes 
consumer 
perception of 
ad adjacencies

When seeing coronavirus content, 
consumers are more receptive to 
advertisements that appear alongside 
positive coverage.

“It’s fine for brands to be near coronavirus content”  

Positive Content Negative Content

+44%
46%

32%



Advertising 
alongside 
positive headlines 
generates the 
most favorable 
response 
When given two examples of 
positive, neutral, and negative 
news headlines, consumers are 
increasingly favorable toward a 
brand as the sentiment of the 
content changes from negative 
to neutral to positive. 
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Q: How would you feel toward a brand whose ads are placed alongside these content headlines?

How would you feel toward a brand whose ads are 
placed alongside these content headlines?

MORE Favorable Sentiment 
Toward the Brand

LESS Favorable Sentiment 
Toward the Brand

Positive News 
Headlines

Neutral News 
Headlines

Negative News 
Headlines

31%

11%

28%

14%
10%

31%
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Positive Headlines / Content
Coronavirus: Spain and Italy
applaud health workers

Rihanna’s foundation donates 
$5 million to help fight coronavirus

29%
would have a MORE favorable 
sentiment toward the brand’s 
ad adjacency to this content 34%

would have a MORE favorable 
sentiment toward the brand’s 
ad adjacency to this content

Q: How would you feel toward a brand whose ads are placed alongside these content headlines?
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Neutral Headlines / Content
Tips to manage loneliness, anxiety while social 
distancing during coronavirus

Coronavirus: At home workout exercises for 
boxing fundamentals and fitness

32%
would have a MORE favorable 
sentiment toward the brand’s 
ad adjacency to this content 24%

would have a MORE favorable 
sentiment toward the brand’s 
ad adjacency to this content

Q: How would you feel toward a brand whose ads are placed alongside these content headlines?
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Negative Headlines / Content
Coronavirus could lead to the highest 
unemployment levels since the Great Depression

Italy’s Coronavirus Death Toll is Far Higher Than 
Reported 

30%
would have a LESS favorable 
sentiment toward the brand’s 
ad adjacency to this content 32%

would have a LESS favorable 
sentiment toward the brand’s 
ad adjacency to this content

Q: How would you feel toward a brand whose ads are placed alongside these content headlines?
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Q: How would your sentiment toward a brand change if they ran advertising that featured the different messages below alongside coronavirus content?

How would your sentiment toward a brand change if they ran 
advertising that featured the different messages below 

alongside coronavirus content?

MORE Favorable Sentiment 
Toward the Brand

LESS Favorable Sentiment 
Toward the Brand

Ads that feature how 
their product/service can 

help you during the 
coronavirus / quarantine 

situation

41%

12%

44%

11%

47%

9%

Ads that highlight the 
brand/company's response 

to help the public during 
the evolving coronavirus 

situation

Ads that provide 
information (how to 

wash hands, etc.) to help 
the public deal with the 
coronavirus situation?

Creative matters: 
consumers prefer 
information-based 
advertisements 
about the 
coronavirus 
situation 
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Key takeaways
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Even more consumers are 
seeking news online, and they 
feel that suitability regarding 
coronavirus content depends 
on the brand.
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Consumers remain uncertain 
about whether they'd engage with 
ads next to coronavirus content, 
but they generally agree that their 
sentiment toward brands would 
be unchanged. 
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Consumers are more likely to 
engage with ads next to 
coronavirus content 
if seen on premium and 
recognizable news sources.
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Consumers have more favorable 
responses to advertisements 
that appear alongside positive 
coronavirus news and content.
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Thank you


